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Million-dollar Egg
Wolf Hill is an exciting series from Roderick Hunt and
Alex Brychta, creators of the Oxford Reading Tree. It
is designed to provide an easy, supportive and
sustained read for those pupils who need to gain
confidence and motivation in their reading. The
stories will appeal to reluctant readers aged
approximately 7-11 and deal with the real-world
adventures of a group of friends who live and attend
school in an area called Wolf Hill. The children
experience lively, amusing adventures and the stories
also deal with issues about friendship, school and life
in a modern urban environment. The books are
designed to look like popular novels for older children
with a spine and chapters, boosting confidence and
interest of those who may have been stuck on reading
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scheme books aimed at younger children and
appealing to the most image-conscious pupils. This
book is also available as part of a mixed pack of 6
different books or a class pack of 36 books.

Siren Green
Wolf Hill is an exciting series from Roderick Hunt and
Alex Brychta, creators of the Oxford Reading Tree. It
is designed to provide an easy, supportive and
sustained read for those pupils who need to gain
confidence and motivation in their reading. The
stories will appeal to reluctant readers aged
approximately 7-11 and deal with the real-world
adventures of a group of friends who live and attend
school in an area called Wolf Hill. The children
experience lively, amusing adventures and the stories
also deal with issues about friendship, school and life
in a modern urban environment. The books are
designed to look like popular novels for older children
with a spine and chapters, boosting confidence and
interest of those who may have been stuck on reading
scheme books aimed at younger children and
appealing to the most image-conscious pupils. This
book is also available as part of a mixed pack of 6
different books or a class pack of 36 books.

Wolf Hollow
Wolf Hill is an exciting series from Roderick Hunt and
Alex Brychta, creators of the Oxford Reading Tree. It
is designed to provide an easy, supportive and
sustained read for those pupils who need to gain
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confidence and motivation in their reading. The
stories will appeal to reluctant readers aged
approximately 7-11 and deal with the real-world
adventures of a group of friends who live and attend
school in an area called Wolf Hill. The children
experience lively, amusing adventures and the stories
also deal with issues about friendship, school and life
in a modern urban environment. The books are
designed to look like popular novels for older children
with a spine and chapters, boosting confidence and
interest of those who may have been stuck on reading
scheme books aimed at younger children and
appealing to the most image-conscious pupils. This
book is also available as part of a mixed pack of 6
different books or a class pack of 36 books.

Walking Wolf Road
Wolf Hill is an exciting series from Roderick Hunt and
Alex Brychta, creators of the Oxford Reading Tree. It
is designed to provide an easy, supportive and
sustained read for those pupils who need to gain
confidence and motivation in their reading. The
stories will appeal to reluctant readersaged
approximately 7-11 and deal with the real-world
adventures of a group of friends who live and attend
school in an area called Wolf Hill. The children
experience lively, amusing adventures and the stories
also deal with issues about friendship, school and life
in a modern urban environment.The books are
designed to look like popular novels for older children
with a spine and chapters, boosting confidence and
interest of those who may have been stuck on reading
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scheme books aimed at younger children and
appealing to the most image-conscious pupils.This
book is also available as part of a mixed pack of 6
different books or a class pack of 36 books.

People Like That
Winner of the 2018 Caldecott Medal A girl is lost in a
snowstorm. A wolf cub is lost, too. How will they find
their way home? Paintings rich with feeling tell this
satisfying story of friendship and trust. Here is a book
set on a wintry night that will spark imaginations and
warm hearts, from Matthew Cordell, author of Trouble
Gum and Another Brother.

The Flying Armchair
Wolf Hill is an exciting series from Roderick Hunt and
Alex Brychta, creators of the Oxford Reading Tree. It
is designed to provide an easy, supportive and
sustained read for those pupils who need to gain
confidence and motivation in their reading. The
stories will appeal to reluctant readers aged
approximately 7-11 and deal with the real-world
adventures of a group of friends who live and attend
school in an area called Wolf Hill. The children
experience lively, amusing adventures and thestories
also deal with issues about friendship, school and life
in a modern urban environment. The books are
designed to look like popular novels for older children
with a spine and chapters, boosting confidence and
interest of those who may have been stuck on reading
scheme books aimed at younger children and
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appealing to the most image-conscious pupils. This
book is also available as part of a mixed pack of 6
different books or a class pack of 36 books.

Toxic Waste
In the ruthless arena of King Henry VIII's court, only
one man dares to gamble his life to win the king's
favor and ascend to the heights of political power
England in the 1520s is a heartbeat from disaster. If
the king dies without a male heir, the country could
be destroyed by civil war. Henry VIII wants to annul
his marriage of twenty years, and marry Anne Boleyn.
The pope and most of Europe opposes him. The quest
for the king's freedom destroys his adviser, the
brilliant Cardinal Wolsey, and leaves a power vacuum.
Into this impasse steps Thomas Cromwell. Cromwell is
a wholly original man, a charmer and a bully, both
idealist and opportunist, astute in reading people and
a demon of energy: he is also a consummate
politician, hardened by his personal losses, implacable
in his ambition. But Henry is volatile: one day tender,
one day murderous. Cromwell helps him break the
opposition, but what will be the price of his triumph?
In inimitable style, Hilary Mantel presents a picture of
a half-made society on the cusp of change, where
individuals fight or embrace their fate with passion
and courage. With a vast array of characters,
overflowing with incident, the novel re-creates an era
when the personal and political are separated by a
hairbreadth, where success brings unlimited power
but a single failure means death.
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Branded
Helen Damnation's rebellion against the Reapers has
spread. All across post-nuclear Britain, the fires of
revolution are beginning to burn. But her old enemy
Tereus Winterborn still intends to rule supreme, and
has a new ally in Dr Mordake, the creator of Project
Tindalos - now monstrously transfigured by the forces
he unleashed at Hobsdyke. Their target is Helen's
closest ally: the last Grendelwolf, Gevaudan Shoal.
The worst tortures of all await him in the cells of the
Pyramid. At Hobsdyke, in the tunnels beneath
Graspen Hill, the legacy of the Night Wolves is waiting
for him - along with secrets about Helen that threaten
to tear both Gevaudan and the resistance apart. With
the Reapers poised to strike at the first sign of
weakness, a series of brutal killings breaks out behind
rebel lines - and the evidence leads back to
Gevaudan's door. With all those closest to Helen
turning against her, she faces her greatest challenge
yet as Winterborn begins his bid for ultimate power.

Skydive Wedding
Wolf Hill is an exciting series from Roderick Hunt and
Alex Brychta, creators of the Oxford Reading Tree. It
is designed to provide an easy, supportive and
sustained read for those pupils who need to gain
confidence and motivation in their reading. The
stories will appeal to reluctant readers aged
approximately 7-11 and deal with the real-world
adventures of a group of friends who live and attend
school in an area called Wolf Hill. The children
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experience lively, amusing adventures and the stories
also deal with issues about friendship, school and life
in a modern urban environment. The books are
designed to look like popular novels for older children
with a spine and chapters, boosting confidence and
interest of those who may have been stuck on reading
scheme books aimed at younger children and
appealing to the most image-conscious pupils. This
book is also available as part of a mixed pack of 6
different books or a class pack of 36 books.

The Bookish Life of Nina Hill
A high-stakes middle grade historical adventure
through Yosemite National Park by the New York
Times-bestselling author of Masterpiece. Twelve-yearold Lizzie Durango and her dad have always had a zoo
to call their home. Lizzie spends her days watching
the animals and taking note of their various
behaviors. Though the zoo makes for a unique home,
it's a hard place for Lizzie to make lasting friends. But
all this changes one afternoon when she finds Tyler
Briggs, a runaway who has secretly made the zoo his
makeshift home. The two become friends and, just as
quickly, stumble into a covert investigation involving
the zoo wolves who are suddenly dying. Little do they
know, this mystery will draw them into a high-stakes
historical adventure involving the legend of John Muir
as they try to navigate safely while lost in Yosemite
National Park. A Christy Ottaviano Book

Big Bad Wolf
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Ian discovers the secret history of the company that
made uniforms for his school.

Andy The Hero
Wolf Hill is an exciting series from Roderick Hunt and
Alex Brychta, creators of the Oxford Reading Tree. It
is designed to provide an easy, supportive and
sustained read for those pupils who need to gain
confidence and motivation in their reading. The
stories will appeal to reluctant readersaged
approximately 7-11 and deal with the real-world
adventures of a group of friends who live and attend
school in an area called Wolf Hill. The children
experience lively, amusing adventures and the stories
also deal with issues about friendship, school and life
in a modern urban environment.The books are
designed to look like popular novels for older children
with a spine and chapters, boosting confidence and
interest of those who may have been stuck on reading
scheme books aimed at younger children and
appealing to the most image-conscious pupils.This
book is also available as part of a mixed pack of 6
different books or a class pack of 36 books.

The Wolf Keepers
Wolf Hill is an exciting new series from Roderick Hunt
and Alex Brychta, creators of the Oxford Reading
Tree, It is designed to provide an easy, supportive and
sustained read for those pupils who need to gain
confidence and motivation in their reading. The
stories will appeal to reluctant readers aged
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approximately 7-11 and deal with the real-world
adventures of a group of friends who live and attend
school in an area called Wolf Hill. The children
experience lively, amusing adventures and the stories
also deal with issues about friendship, school and life
in a modern urban environment. The books are
designed to look like popular novels for older children
with a spine and chapters, boosting confidence and
interest of those who may have been stuck on reading
scheme books aimed at younger children and
appealing to the most image-conscious pupils. Levels
1 & 2 will appeal to children with an interest level of
around 7-8.

What Goes Up Must Come Down
Wolf Hill is an exciting series from Roderick Hunt and
Alex Brychta, creators of the Oxford Reading Tree. It
is designed to provide an easy, supportive and
sustained read for those pupils who need to gain
confidence and motivation in their reading. The
stories will appeal to reluctant readers aged
approximately 7-11 and deal with the real-world
adventures of a group of friends who live and attend
school in an area called Wolf Hill. The children
experience lively, amusing adventures and the stories
also deal with issues about friendship, school and life
in a modern urban environment. The books are
designed to look like popular novels for older children
with a spine and chapters, boosting confidence and
interest of those who may have been stuck on reading
scheme books aimed at younger children and
appealing to the most image-conscious pupils. This
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book is also available as part of a mixed pack of 6
different books or a class pack of 36 books.

It Can't Be
Let New York Times bestselling author Judith
McNaught who “is in a class by herself” (USA TODAY)
sweep you off your feet and into another time with
her sensual, passionate, and spellbinding historical
romance classics, featuring her “unique magic” (RT
Book Reviews)—now available for the first time on
ebook. Abducted from her convent school, headstrong
Scottish beauty Jennifer Merrick does not easily
surrender to Royce Westmoreland, Duke of Claymore.
Known as “The Wolf,” his very name strikes terror in
the hearts of his enemies. But proud Jennifer will have
nothing to do with the fierce English warrior who
holds her captive, no matter what he threatens.
Boldly she challenges his will—until the night he takes
her in his powerful embrace, awakening in her an
irresistible hunger. Suddenly Jennifer finds herself
ensnared in a bewildering and seductive web of pride,
passion, and overwhelming love. This beloved tale
about two defiant hearts clashing in a furious battle of
wills in the glorious age of chivalry “will stay in your
heart forever and be a classic on your shelves” (RT
Book Reviews, Top Pick).

Blaze!
Wolf Hill is an exciting series from Roderick Hunt and
Alex Brychta, creators of the Oxford Reading Tree. It
is designed to provide an easy, supportive and
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sustained read for those pupils who need to gain
confidence and motivation in their reading. The
stories will appeal to reluctant readers aged
approximately 7-11 and deal with the real-world
adventures of a group of friends who live and attend
school in an area called Wolf Hill. The children
experience lively, amusing adventures and the stories
also deal with issues about friendship, school and life
in a modern urban environment. The books are
designed to look like popular novels for older children
with a spine and chapters, boosting confidence and
interest of those who may have been stuck on reading
scheme books aimed at younger children and
appealing to the most image-conscious pupils. This
book is also available as part of a mixed pack of 6
different books or a class pack of 36 books.

Alien
Walking Wolf Road by Brandon M. Herbert - Young
Adult Urban Fantasy Novel - EPUB format

Wolf Hall
The top level of this exciting series from Roderick
Hunt and Alex Brychta provides an easy, supportive
and sustained read for those pupils who still need to
gain confidence and stamina in their reading. The
stories will appeal to reluctant readers with a
chronological age of 11. They deal with the real-world
adventures of a group of friends who live and attend a
school in an area called Wolf Hill.
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Wolf in Cio's Clothing
Wolf Hill is an exciting series from Roderick Hunt and
Alex Brychta, creators of the Oxford Reading Tree. It
is designed to provide an easy, supportive and
sustained read for those pupils who need to gain
confidence and motivation in their reading. The
stories will appeal to reluctant readers aged
approximately 7-11 and deal with the real-world
adventures of a group of friends who live and attend
school in an area called Wolf Hill. The children
experience lively, amusing adventures and the stories
also deal with issues about friendship, school and life
in a modern urban environment. The books are
designed to look like popular novels for older children
with a spine and chapters, boosting confidence and
interest of those who may have been stuck on reading
scheme books aimed at younger children and
appealing to the most image-conscious pupils. This
book is also available as part of a mixed pack of 6
different books or a class pack of 36 books.

The Night it Rained Chips
The friends from Wolf Hill School share more
adventures in a new series of Level 1 stories: Andy
acts spontaneously when a day at the beach turns
into a terrifying experience for two small children in
Andy the Hero. Wolf Hill provides: BLfirst-class story
themes particularly apppealing to boys BLan
engaging cast of real-life characters graduation-builds
up reading stamina BLsmall chapters with cliff-hanger
endings to motivate children to read on BLexcellent
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teacher support BLgrown-up pocket book format and
chapters boosts confidence for reluctant readers

Magic Pot
The friends from Wolf Hill School share more
adventures in a new series of Level 1 stories: Najma is
unjustly accused of stealing in People Like That. Wolf
Hill provides: BLfirst-class story themes particularly
appealing to boys BLan engaging cast of real-life
characters BLgraduation-builds up reading stamina
BLsmall chapters with cliff-hanger endings to
motivate children to read on BLexcellent teacher
support BLgrown-up pocket book format and chapters
boost confidence for reluctant readers

The Pool Party
"Nina Hill's life may not seem like much, but for a
person battling anxiety, it's more than enough. She
enjoys her job at a bookstore and her small circle of
friends. Until a visit from a lawyer changes everything
The father that Nina never knew existed has died,
leaving behind an enormous extended family. Nina
now has innumerable sisters, brothers, nieces,
nephews, and cousins all living within a twenty-mile
radius--some welcoming and some not so welcoming,
but all demanding her attention. If that's not enough,
Nina's talent for worrying is taking the thrill out of
falling in love. Tom, a fellow trivia nerd--who's totally
into her--is obviously too good to be true. Everything
is moving too fast for Nina. Caught in a whirlwind of
new people, emotions and experiences, she feels the
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need to protect herself. But maybe opening her
world--and her heart--is a risk worth taking"--

Lone Wolf
A suspenseful story that enables children to face their
fears shows that the wolf is not so bad after all and is
instead a lovable daddy who showers his pups with
hugs and kisses.

Hostage!
The friends from Wolf Hill School share more
adventures in a new series of Level 1 stories: Arjo
helps Loz and her Nan to prove the innocence of their
neighbour in It Can't Be. Wolf Hill provides: BLfirstclass story-themes particularly appealing to boys
BLan engaging cast of real-life characters
BLgraduation-builds up reading stamina BLsmall
chapters with cliff-hanger endings to motivate
children to read on BLexcellent teacher support
BLgrown-up pocket book format and chapters boost
confidence for reluctant readers

The Hole in the Ground
Wolf Hill is an exciting series from Roderick Hunt and
Alex Brychta, creators of the Oxford Reading Tree. It
is designed to provide an easy, supportive and
sustained read for those pupils who need to gain
confidence and motivation in their reading. The
stories will appeal to reluctant readers aged
approximately 7-11 and deal with the real-world
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adventures of a group of friends who live and attend
school in an area called Wolf Hill. The children
experience lively, amusing adventures and the stories
also deal with issues about friendship, school and life
in a modern urban environment. The books are
designed to look like popular novels for older children
with a spine and chapters, boosting confidence and
interest of those who may have been stuck on reading
scheme books aimed at younger children and
appealing to the most image-conscious pupils. This
book is also available as part of a mixed pack of 6
different books or a class pack of 36 books.

Wolf in the Snow
A 2017 Newbery Honor Book New York Times
Bestseller A young girl's kindness, compassion, and
honesty overcome bullying. ★ An NPR Best Book of
the Year ★ A Booklist Best Book of the Year ★ An
Entertainment Weekly Best Middle Grade Book of the
Year ★ A Kirkus Reviews Best Book of the Year ★ A
Shelf Awareness Best Book of the Year ★ A School
Library Journal Best Book of the Year ★ A Wall Street
Journal Best Children's Book of the Year ★ An ALA
Notable Children's Book “This exquisite debut
confronts injustice and doesn’t flinch.” —People “[A]
powerful debut . . . beautifully written.” —The Wall
Street Journal “Wrenching and true. . . . comparisons
to Harper Lee's To Kill a Mockingbird will abound. But
Wolk gives us her own story—one full of grace and
stark, brutal beauty.” —The New York Times Book
Review “When reviewers draw a parallel between
Mockingbird and Lauren Wolk's Wolf Hollow, they are
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being neither hyperbolic, nor lazy. They are merely
doing justice to Wolk's beautiful story.” — NPR, Best
Books of 2016 Growing up in the shadows cast by two
world wars, Annabelle has lived a mostly quiet, steady
life in her small Pennsylvania town. Until the day new
student Betty Glengarry walks into her class. Betty
quickly reveals herself to be cruel and manipulative,
and while her bullying seems isolated at first, things
quickly escalate, and reclusive World War I veteran
Toby becomes a target of her attacks. While others
have always seen Toby’s strangeness, Annabelle
knows only kindness. She will soon need to find the
courage to stand as a lone voice of justice as tensions
mount. Brilliantly crafted, Wolf Hollow is a haunting
tale of America at a crossroads and a time when one
girl’s resilience, strength, and compassion help to
illuminate the darkest corners of our history. “The
honesty of Wolf Hollow will just about shred your
heart, but Annabelle’s courage and compassion will
restore it to you, fuller than before. This book
matters.” —Sara Pennypacker, New York Times
bestselling author of Pax “An evocative setting,
memorable characters, a searing story: Wolf Hollow
has stayed with me long after I closed the book. It has
the feel of an instant classic." —Linda Sue Park,
Newbery Medalist and New York Times bestselling
author

The Exploding Parrot
Wolf Hill is an exciting series from Roderick Hunt and
Alex Brychta, creators of the Oxford Reading Tree. It
is designed to provide an easy, supportive and
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sustained read for those pupils who need to gain
confidence and motivation in their reading. The
stories will appeal to reluctant readers aged
approximately 7-11 and deal with the real-world
adventures of a group of friends who live and attend
school in an area called Wolf Hill. The children
experience lively, amusing adventures and the stories
also deal with issues about friendship, school and life
in a modern urban environment. The books are
designed to look like popular novels for older children
with a spine and chapters, boosting confidence and
interest of those who may have been stuck on reading
scheme books aimed at younger children and
appealing to the most image-conscious pupils. This
book is also available as part of a mixed pack of 6
different books or a class pack of 36 books.

Julie of the Wolves
Teased for choosing a mare for his first horse, Young
Wolf learns how to ride like a warrior.

Remote Control
Abandoned by his pack, a baby wolf with a mysterious
mark on his deformed paw survives and embarks on a
journey that will change the world of the wolves of the
Beyond.

Lost Wolf
Wolf Hill is an exciting series from Roderick Hunt and
Alex Brychta, creators of the Oxford Reading Tree. It
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is designed to provide an easy, supportive and
sustained read for those pupils who need to gain
confidence and motivation in their reading. The
stories will appeal to reluctant readers aged
approximately 7-11 and deal with the real-world
adventures of a group of friends who live and attend
school in an area called Wolf Hill. The children
experience lively, amusing adventures and the stories
also deal with issues about friendship, school and life
in a modern urban environment. The books are
designed to look like popular novels for older children
with a spine and chapters, boosting confidence and
interest of those who may have been stuck on reading
scheme books aimed at younger children and
appealing to the most image-conscious pupils. This
book is also available as part of a mixed pack of 6
different books or a class pack of 36 books.

Wolf Hill: Level 1: Hidden Gold
When a woodcutter finds a pot that magically
duplicates anything that is placed inside it, he and his
wife are delighted until the wife accidentally falls in.

Who's Kooza?
The friends from Wolf Hill School share more
adventures in an additional series of Level 1 stories.
Gizmo and friends come to the rescue when a fire
threatens a new friend in Blaze!. The Wolf Hill series
provides: story themes which are particularly
apppealing to boys; an engaging cast of true-to-life
characters; graduation to build up reading stamina;
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small chapters with cliff-hanger endings to motivate
children to read on; teacher support; a grown-up
pocket book format; and chapters which boost
confidence for reluctant readers.

Electric Sandwiches
The thrilling Newbery Medal–winning classic about an
Eskimo girl lost on the Alaskan tundra Julie of the
Wolves is a staple in the canon of children’s literature
and the first in the Julie trilogy. The survival theme
makes it a good pick for fans of wilderness
adventures such as My Side of the Mountain, Hatchet,
or Island of the Blue Dolphins. This edition, perfect for
classroom or home use, includes John Schoenherr’s
original scratchboard illustrations throughout, as well
as bonus materials such as an introduction written by
Jean Craighead George’s children, the author’s
Newbery acceptance speech, selections from her field
notebooks, a discussion guide, and a further reading
guide. To her small Eskimo village, she is known as
Miyax; to her friend in San Francisco, she is Julie.
When her life in the village becomes dangerous,
Miyax runs away, only to find herself lost in the
Alaskan wilderness. Miyax tries to survive by copying
the ways of a pack of wolves and soon grows to love
her new wolf family. Life in the wilderness is a
struggle, but when she finds her way back to
civilization, Miyax is torn between her old and new
lives. Is she Miyax of the Eskimos—or Julie of the
wolves? Don't miss any of the books in Jean
Craighead George's groundbreaking series: Julie of
the Wolves, Julie, and Julie's Wolf Pack.
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A Kingdom of Dreams
Machiavellians are few in number in IT. The massive
pressure on CIOs continues to increase as the
opportunities to use technology in business become
more prevalent and more competitive. As CIOs often
find themselves at the center of business conflict,
they must not only familiarize themselves with
Machiavellian tactics as a defensive weapon, but also
learn to use them as an offensive weapon in extreme
situations so that they can increase IT's contribution
to their enterprises. As Italian political philosopher
Niccolo Machiavelli implied, you're either predator or
prey, and the animal you most resemble determines
your position on the food chain. In The Wolf in CIO's
Clothing Gartner analyst and author Tina Nunno
expands on Machiavelli's metaphor, examining seven
animal types and the leadership attributes of each.
Nunno posits the wolf -- a social animal with strong
predatory instincts -- as the ideal example of how a
leader can adapt and thrive. Technology may be black
and white, but successful leadership demands an
ability to exist in the grey. Drawing on her experience
with hundreds of CIOs, Nunno charts a viable way to
master the Machiavellian principles of power,
manipulation, love, and war. Through compelling case
studies, her approach demonstrates how CIOs and IT
leaders can adjust their leadership styles in extreme
situations for their own success and that of their
teams.

Wolf Hill
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Margot is expecting a boring, shut-in summer.
Instead, her new friend Bernie shows her one
wonderful face of New York City after another while
they plot out Margot's ambitious summer project --- to
entice her mother out of their apartment for the first
time in nine years.

Leveled Books (K-8)
Michael Morpurgo has created a sweeping and
dramatic story in the time of Bonnie Prince Charlie.
This spellbinding tale is complemented perfectly by
Michael Foreman's illustrations. Robbie McLeod and a
wolf cub, both orphaned, venture far from their
birthplace, a land of rebellious fighters and vicious
redcoats. There is little constancy in Robbie's
adventurous life, save for the companionship of his
wolf. But when at last Robbie finds a place where he
can peacefully make his home, he knows in his heart
that the wolf must find his own natural home too . . .

The Last Wolf
The top level of this exciting series from Roderick
Hunt and Alex Brychta provides an easy, supportive
and sustained read for those pupils who still need to
gain confidence and stamina in their reading. The
stories will appeal to reluctant readers with a
chronological age of 11. They dealwith the real-world
adventures of a group of friends who live and attend a
school in an area called Wolf Hill. The children
experience thrilling and amusing adventures, and the
stories also deal with issues of friendship, school, and
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life in a modern urban environment. The Teacher's
Guide provides a wide range of photocopiable activity
work sheets which can be used to teach Word, Text,
and Sentence Level Work in Year 6 (P7/8). It includes
comprehension, scanning, language and grammar
work, discussion, different kinds of writing and
creative work. Level 5 will appeal to children with an
interest level of around 11 years, but with a
readability level of around a year to one year and a
half lower.

Wolf's Hill
Fountas & Pinnell take you through every aspect of
leveled books from how to select and use them for
different instructional purposes to prototype
descriptions for fiction and nonfiction books at each
level.

Wolf Hill: Level 5: Teacher's Guide
She’s hiding a dark secret. It already killed her once.
Victoria can’t wait to start college, but there’s a
hitch—she can’t remember anything before arriving
on campus. Her memories finally spark when she sees
her ruggedly handsome math professor, but she
senses something terrible happened. The shock on his
face affirms her fears. Toby is an alpha wolf who
never thought he’d see his true love again—not after
she died in his arms. Nothing could have prepared
him for her walking into his class. But to his dismay,
not only has she forgotten the past, she doesn’t even
know who she is. He’s determined to do whatever it
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takes to restore what they’ve lost. Can Toby help
Victoria recover her memories, or will he lose her
forever? USA Today bestselling author, Stacy Claflin,
brings you Lost Wolf, the first book in the Curse of the
Moon series. It’s a paranormal romantic suspense
saga that features gripping supernatural drama,
surprising twists, dynamic characters, and heartpounding romance. Read Lost Wolf today to satisfy
your craving for a fast-paced paranormal tale.

A Mare for Young Wolf
Wolf Hill is an exciting series from Roderick Hunt and
Alex Brychta, creators of the Oxford Reading Tree. It
is designed to provide an easy, supportive and
sustained read for those pupils who need to gain
confidence and motivation in their reading. The
stories will appeal to reluctant readers aged
approximately 7-11 and deal with the real-world
adventures of a group of friends who live and attend
school in an area called Wolf Hill. The children
experience lively, amusing adventures and the stories
also deal with issues about friendship, school and life
in a modern urban environment. The books are
designed to look like popular novels for older children
with a spine and chapters, boosting confidence and
interest of those who may have been stuck on reading
scheme books aimed at younger children and
appealing to the most image-conscious pupils. This
book is also available as part of a mixed pack of 6
different books or a class pack of 36 books.
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